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COUNCIL CORRESPONDENCE UPDATE TO AUGUST 9, 2019 (8:30 a.m.) 

 

Referred for Action 

(1) July 31, 2019, regarding “Re: Complain Property Tax Evasion” (Referred to 
Director of Financial Services for consideration and response) 

Referred for Action from Other Governments and Government Agencies  

No items. 

Received for Information 

(2) July 31, 2019, regarding “B line” 

(3) Howe Sound Community Forum, July 31, 2019, regarding “Save the Date 
October 25th - Next Howe Sound Community Forum” 

(4) 2 submissions, August 2 and 6, 2019, regarding Sign Vandalism 

(5) West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce, August 2, 2019, regarding “WEST 
VAN CHAMBER CALL FOR BOARD DIRECTORS” 

(6) 3 submissions, August 4-8, 2019, regarding Wireless Technologies 

(7) August 5, 2019, regarding Applicant-Hosted Public Information Meeting on 
Tuesday July 23, 2019 (Proposed Development Permit 16-059 for 
1552 Esquimalt Avenue) 

(8) 2 submissions, August 7 and 8, 2019, regarding Preliminary Development 
Proposal for 707 and 723 Main Street (Park Royal) 

(9) The Ismaili Centre, Vancouver, August 7, 2019, regarding “You are invited: 
Reflections in Paradise | Ismaili Centre | Sunday, August 25, 2019” 

(10) HUB Cycling, August 8, 2019, regarding “August Bike Bulletin” 

(11) August 8, 2019, regarding “Is it time for North Shore municipalities to pull out 
of the TransLink maw” 

Received for Information from Other Governments and Government Agencies 

No items. 

Responses to Correspondence 

No items. 



From:
Sent: July-31-19 7:04 PM
To: MayorandCouncil; Mary-Ann Booth; Craig Cameron; Nora Gambioli; Peter Lambur; Bill

Soprovich; Sharon Thompson; Marcus Wong; John Beith
Subject: Re: Complain Property Tax Evasion

Hello:
My name is , owner of the property West Vancouver.

Best Regards,

On Wednesday, July 31, 2019, 06:57:04 p.m. PDT, wrote:

Dear All:

Re: Complain Property Tax Evasion

Dear Sir:

Our neighbor West Vancouver spends to renovate their
house . I am doubting they were hiding their cost of renovation for their purpose of property tax evasion.

Please see the property tax report from BC assessment:

Total value: West Vancouver

2019 assessment as of July 1, 2018

Previous year value
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Please investigate and inspect the actual cost of the property and current replacement cost and give them a correct
assessment. Or please give me an explanation how did their house depreciated from value added to the old
one to current only! It is tax evasion!!!! It hurt our benefit as a resident in West Vancouver.

I want to keep my name anonymity , but I swear that I tell the truth.

Best Regards,
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From: OZo
Sent: July-31-19 1:47 PM
To: MayorandCouncil
Subject: B line

Greetings,

I join the majority who do not want a B line extension past Park Royal.

I join the majority who do not want any more high rise construction, low cost housing or townhouse developments.

I join the majority who say British Properties should pay for all development costs their work incurs, like the creek
rebuild.

I join the majority in finding the clear cutting for further development over the highway unacceptable.

I join the majority in their desire to do whatever is necessary, like topping trees to maintain views.

If you don’t think that this represents majority thinking then you are not listening. Evereyone I talk to in West
Vancouver, every dinner party or reception I attend people talk about these issues as noted above.

Regards

West Vancouver, BC
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From: Ruth Simons <howesoundcommunityforum@gmaiI.com>
Sent: July-31-19 3:13 PM
To: MayorandCouncil; Mary-Ann Booth
Cc: Bill Soprovich; Craig Cameron; John Calimente; Matthew MacKinnon; Nina Leemhuis;

Nora Gambioli; Peter Lambur; Sharon Thompson; Sabia Curran
Subject: Save the Date October 25th - Next Howe Sound Community Forum

SQUAMISH
HARDWIRED for ADVENTURE

Mayor Karen Elliott &

District of Squamish Council
invite you to the next

Howe Sound Community Forum

Friday, October 25, 2019

Cheakamus Centre, Paradise Valley

10:30-4:00

Transportation and program details to follow

Ruth Simons, Lead, Howe Sound Biosphere Region Initiative 604 921-6564 778 834-4292

Assisting:

Howe Sound Community Forum Established in 2002

To provide a forum for local governments, Regional Districts aitd First Nations discttssion to mnaintaiit and enhance tite economic,

enviromtmental, ctttturat and social welt being of the Howe Soundfor tite bemtefit ofpresent amzdfutttre generations.

Squamish Nation - District of West Vancouver - Vitlage of Lions Bay - Town of Gibsons - Resort Municipality of
Whistler - Village of Pemberton - Bowen Island Municipality - Gambier Island Local Trust - District of
Squamish - Metro Vancouver - Sunshine Coast Regional District -Squamish Lillooet Regional District
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From:
Sent: Friday, August 2, 2019 12:09 PM
To: MayorandCouncil; Mary-Ann Booth; Craig Cameron; Nora Gambioli; Bill Soprovich; Peter

Lambur; Marcus Wong; Sharon Thompson
Subject: Damage to signs and message is completely unacceptable in our democracy

Dear Friends, Mayor and Councillors:

The destruction of the posted signs and the messages that were conveyed was completely outside the political spectrum. No
words can convey how the safety of our elected representatives is paramount in our system of government. There are
differences in the way we view how changes to the municipality should occur. However, these differences should not bring
about the animosity that this recent act of vandalism has brought to the municipality.

As council members you have the support of all of us that live in this area. One nut bar should not allow us to lose sight of the
fact that we all want the best for the people of West Vancouver.

In time this person/s will be caught and hopefully you can all continue to function safely in your current rolls as
representatives of all the citizens.

This should never happen. Like you, I am horrified by the disrespect that has been shown.

Sincerely,

West Vancouver, BC Canada
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From: M Slater <melroy1058@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 6, 2019 7:47 PM
To: MayorandCouncil
Cc: Mary-Ann Booth; Craig Cameron; Nora Gambioli; Peter Lambur; Bill Soprovich; Sharon

Thompson; Marcus Wong
Subject: Improving community relations and public trust.

Dear Mayor & Council,

The recent instance of vandalism that names West Vancouver’s mayor and council is abhorrent. District Communications
Manager Donna Powers was quoted as saying that the tenor of public discourse has been declining and abuse towards
public officials has been escalating for some time, all over.

I agree public discourse in our community has been toxic for some time and public officials are not the only targets. Toxic
and intimidating behaviour seems to know no bounds and sadly even some of our public servants have been
perpetrators.

Though of course acts of vandalism like this are never justifiable, it is an unfortunate response when people feel
disregarded, powerless and belittled - so it may well continue to get worse.

Normally, jaded residents have tended to disengage. After a while most people just get fed up and quit, which makes this
repugnant act all the more startling. What would provoke such behaviour? I believe it stems from chronic disillusionment
in the community about how the District fails to find acceptable options for developer and neighbourhood alike. Every
development proposal becomes a zero-sum game in which one side wins and one loses. You’re either for or against; pro-
development or a NIMBY; progressive and forward-thinking or negative and afraid of change. Instead of extolling the
virtues of a particular position or trying to find common ground and consensus, debate devolves into attacking not only
opposing points of view, but those who hold a different point of view.

This entrenchment of “sides” is compounded by a flawed public engagement process that fails to accurately reflect
community sentiment. Rather than start from a position of neutrality with no preferred outcome in mind, engagement has
become an exercise in managed consent.

Combative, biased advocacy undermines public confidence and leads to polarization and hostility. To break this, we must
adopt an attitude of respect, objectivity and fairmindedness towards people we disagree with.

There are a number of relatively quick fixes the District could do that would go a long way to improving community
relations and building public trust. For instance:

I. Correspondence asking for information should be answered in a timely manner. (I am aware of letters from 2018 with
replies still pending.) And when the District does respond, it must be with substance, not some “brush-off” reply that
requires multiple follow-ups to nail down something that remotely addresses the question.

2. The number of “in-camera” meetings could be reduced. There has been an alarming escalation of these closed-door
events. When they do occur a very general agenda could be released (for example, legal matters - Brissenden Park,
Staffing issues, etc.). Further, when the confidential aspect has passed (i.e. a legal matter has been resolved) minutes
could then be released.

3. Minutes from Committee meetings should capture actual dialogue and substance, not a sanitized version edited
beyond recognition.

4. Questions arising at Council meetings during public comment and question period could be treated as official
correspondence. A transcript of them could become part of public record, and ideally, answers to questions provided
at a subsequent meeting.

5. Follow the City of Surrey’s lead and hire an Ethics Commissioner and institute a lobbyist registry (phone call, letter
and visitor logs) that provides an account of who’s contacting the District, how often and regarding what topic.

(4)(b)



6. Encourage and facilitate sharing of information rather than controlling and restricting it. For example, changes to the
District’s online survey platform (Westvancouverite) prevents users from viewing others survey responses and makes
it difficult to edit or change ones’ own response or see results of past surveys — all of which were possible and easy to
do with the original version.

7. Stop redacting public correspondence to Mayor & Council. Take a page from the City of Burnaby where all
correspondence submitted to the City forms part of the public record and is published, along with the author’s
address, which the City of Burnaby considers relevant to Council’s consideration. At the very least, revert to the
District’s previous policy of only redacting if the writer requests so.

8. Reinstate the practice of requesting speakers at Council meetings provide their name and address for public
record. (The Mayor can’t make someone provide this, but you can at least ask. You can also prevent someone from
speaking if they choose not to give this most basic of information.)

It is my sincere wish that instead of filing this letter as ‘Received for information”, Mayor and Council will implement these
simple changes — it would be a good start to improving transparency and public confidence in our local government.

Yours truly,

Melinda Slater

1058 Keith Road

West Vancouver

(Please do NOT redact any part of this letter.)



From: West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce <info@westvanchamber.com>
Sent: Friday, August 2, 2019 5:38 PM
To: MayorandCouncil
Subject: WEST VAN CHAMBER CALL FOR BOARD DIRECTORS

West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce View this email in your browser
CALL FOR DIRECTORS/COMMITTEE MEMBERS

West Vancou er

ChamberL
Of Commerce
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SEEKING MEMBERS INTERESTED IN SERVING AS A DIRECTOR OR
ON A COMMITTEE

As our Annual Genera Meeting approaches, the nomination committee is looking for members interested in

serving on the Board of Directors and for members that are interested in working with the various committees

s. 22(1)
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that help make our Chamber a success.

With your specific skills, we hope to fill our upcoming vacant board positions and a variety of committee

positions that will bring new ideas and vibrancy to our Chamber. Candidates must be either a resident of

West Vancouver, conduct business, or own a business in West Vancouver.

You au nviited to ei<pro3s your interest by iL cdIii i(* Of

5pm Moncl;iy, /\tigu$4. 9, 2019

There are many benefits to sewing as a Director or Committee member. With your skill and expertise, you

have an exciting opportunity to initiate new ideas that can affect our business climate and the economic

prosperity of the region.

If you would like to be considered, please email by August 9th:

West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce

r1Tb()1, (:(r[i

Attention: Nomination Committee

Yours truly,

Mark Senner

Chair

West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce

2235 Marine Drive, West Vancouver, BC, V7V 1 K5

604.926.6614
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Harmony J FestivaL

The Harmony Arts Festival takes place between Friday August 2nd - Sunday August 11th.

West Vancouver Chamber member Just Like Family Home Care will be participating at the West Vancouver’s

Harmony Arts Festivalthis year again. So please check out their booth at the Festival, which will be at Argyle and

16th St.

For further information about Just Like Family Home Care, please visit www.iustlikefamily.ca

ART BEAT
Art on display at participating stores August 2—11



50+ locaL artists featured
August 2—11

CELEBRATE LOCAL ART
Saturdays August 3 10 a.m.—S p.m.

Join the business community on

August 3rd for a speciat Art Beat
Launchparty In Ambleside Beach
and undarave Village.

Thestreetswlilba filled with:
music
entertainment
sidewalk sales
artist demonstrations

A great Opportunity to explore with
family and friends and meet locaL
artists and buSlfleS5 OWneIS.

Did you know...

This year, Art Beat will showcase more than

50 local artists in more than 45 businesses.

Visit the creative seaside communities of

Ambleside Beach and Dundarave Village

where you will find a lively main street that

connects local shops and restaurants with

the Centennial Seawalk. The works on

display are for sale and will support the local

art scene and businesses.

For more information and map of

participating businesses, click here

*Art Beat is facilitated by the District of West

Vancouver and the ADBIA (Ambleside

Dundarave Business Improvement

Association).

The West Vancouver Chamber is one of the largest not for profit business organization in West Vancouver. Its members
include individuals working in all aspects of the business industry.

Consumers are 80% more likely to buy goods and services
from a Chamber member. Your Membershio means business!

I

West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce
2235 Marine Drive, West Vancouver, BC. V7V 1 K5
604.926.6614

We hope you will JOIN US! ... and network with your business community, attend events, receive discounts, display your



collateral in our office, Need a dental /extended health plan for your employees? Get a 40% discount on UPS shipping?
Gas discounts? Discounts from fellow members? Join us!

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP RATES*

• Solopreneur $200
• 2-5 Full-time employees $250
• 6-10 Full-time employees $300
• 11-15 Full-time employees $360
• 16+ Full-time employees $425
• Bowen Island business $175
• Non-profit membership $200
• Retired membership $125

*based on Full-time employees or equivalent. GST added to rates.

For further membership information email info@westvanchamber.com

Community Partners

C4preSs FIJ

C R o u p & SPORTS CLUB

I I L1 A ] WEST (Ui’HCOM westvancouver

f Facebook Twitter & Website Instagram in Linkedin

Copyright 2O79 West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce, All rights reserved.
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website.



Our mailing address is
West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce

2235 Marine Drive
West Vancouver, Bc V7V 1 K5

Canada

Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list



From:
Sent: Sunday, August 4, 2019 4:00 PM
To: MayorandCouncil; Pam Goldsmith-Jones; Sultan.MLA, Ralph
Subject: Maybe this will clarify why we must not allow 5G!

Unfortunately Telus has already laid the prep work by putting microcells on every second block along Argyle
Avenue. (see BCUC data). Where else have they put them? Could they be hiding in the transformers on every
corner in our residential areas?

Do our engineers know?
id Council approve this, without citizen knowledge?
Please enlarge this poster, and pass around at the Municipal Hall, Provincial legislature and to all public
servants who clearly do not know
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ELF & RF Radiation Health Risks
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Q3-O3
From:
Sent: Monday, August 5, 2019 9:39 AM
To: MayorandCouncil
Cc:

Subject: Shows once again the need to have by laws re all wi fi emitters,not just high power
towers

In this video, bees are shown lying and dying on sidewalks near what the person reporting
believes to be 5G transmitters. Here is a comment given on the site from someone who claims
to he an insider. Many studies have shown that bees, bats and birds are dangerously affected by
RF from 3G and 4G wireless devices, being disoriented and unable to navigate as well as
having immune systems impaired. All EMR is harmful and people must be cautioned not to
rush to blame 5G as being the only possible threat. This dismisses the fact that 3G and 4G
frequencies have been studied and are known to be extremely harmful, and these can penetrate
buildings and travel for significant distances.

“htdttstry co,zstrttctio,t expert here. Titose towers are not 5g they are 4g. All modern 4g sites
are otttfitted with 5g capabilities. Not specifically to operate at Sgfrequeitcies, bitt at the
tower band ttsilzg 4g radios to communicate with the futitre 5g infrastructure which wilt be
much smaller antennas, every several hundred meters in every direction on every public
street. This bee killing phenomemzomz has been talked aboittfor years inside the industry. All
tower clintbers can attest to bees getting “drunk” oit rf signal coming from the towers, which
act as a lure. Heavily comzcentrated 4g activity like the site feattired in this video, can
aggregate alot (sic) offrequency, and since its (sic) so low to the ground, it becomes quite
dangeroits for tow flying imtsects. Blame california city regulations for these “hidden” tow
height cell structures. We build them up high and away from people for a reason.”

https://www.voutube.com/watch?v=X51hh1IGI)KhNI&featurc=yotitti.lw

In the US group that circulated this video, there were discussions about how, after smeters were
installed in 2012-2013, bees, butterflies, birds began to be seen less and less often. One woman,
an avid gardener, said that recently there are no butterflies and very few bees or birds. When we
write to our letters to councils, MPs, etc., this should be a topic raised, and perhaps this youtube
would bring it home to some -- maybe better than a scientific study.

forwarded by

‘JesT \)AooVE.
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From:
Sent: Thursday, August 8, 2019 9:27 AM
To: MayorandCouncil
Cc: Sultan.MLA, Ralph; Pam Goldsmith-Jones
Subject: untested and unsafe!

5G technology is rolling out with no safety studies

by: Lon Alton. staff writer I August 8, 2019

FacebookTwitterErnailPinteresti Share

ii Print

‘NaturalHealth365) Ready or not, 5G technology is bearing down upon

all of us.

This “new” form of wireless technology (which will utilize untested, untried frequencies) is

touted as a necessary step for the implementation of the “Internet of Things” — a linked

system of homes, businesses and hospitals that will connect everything from household

appliances to dialysis machines.

And, the worldwide rollout of 5G isn’t just some pie-in-the-sky technological fantasy — it’s

already begun! For example, the city of Sacramento, CA. has joined forces with Verizon

to become one of the first cities on the planet to “go live” with 5G — and a string of other

“smart cities” and towns will soon follow.

But, as Sacramento city officials laud 5G as a game-changing innovation that will

revolutionize people’s daily lives, a growing group of researchers, physicians, biologists

and natural health experts are warning of the potential dangers of 5G.

i (c
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The truth about 5G technology: Our personal
health and security is at risk
Proponents of 5G in Sacramento say that 5G wireless technology will promote economic

vitality, decrease the digital divide, serve diverse communities and forward the mission of

the city for all.

But Phvsicktizs fr Sctfe Technology (PST), a group of medical professionals dedicated to

promoting the safer use of technology, warns that health and environmental issues from

5G’s high-frequency electromagnetic radiation have not been sufficiently addressed.

Do NOT ignore the health dangers linked to toxic indoor air. These chemicals - the ‘off-

gassing’ of paints, mattresses, carpets and other home/office building materials - increase your risk

of headaches, dementia, heart disease and cancer.

Get the BEST indoor air purification system - at the LOWEST price, exclusively for

NaturalHeakh365 readers. I, personally use this system in my home AND office. Click HERE to

order now - before the sale ends.

And, the PST points out that legislation at state and federal levels to streamline 5G

deployment can actually cause economic damage and decline — along with increased

liability for harm from cell antennas.

As if this weren’t enough reason for caution, 5G will make us more vulnerable to the work

of cybercriminals.

Security experts point out that our increased dependency on communications networks

will also entail a greater capacity for disaster should these systems be compromised — and

that 5G is susceptible to serious problems such as ransomware, malware, crypto-jacking,

identity theft and data breaches.

Finally, the PST notes that differences between existing 4G and new 5G wireless

technologies make 5G even more problematic.



Pulsed waves and exponentially higher frequencies
make 5G a risky proposition
Unlike 4G, which uses frequencies of 750 MHz to 5,000 Megahertz, the 5G (5th

generation) wireless system uses frequencies between 10 and 300 Gigahertz —

frequencies that have never before been utilized, or even tested.

And, while 4G signals can travel for miles, 5G is easily blocked by objects, such as trees —

necessitating the installation of new utility poles roughly every 300 feet.

These poles are currently being installed throughout residential neighborhoods in

proposed “smart cities,” often within mere feet of bedroom windows. In fact, one could be

outside your window as you read this.

Note: a recent government study revealed that it will require the installation of 13 million

new utility poles — at a staggering cost of $400 billion — to provide 5G for just 72 percent of

the population!

Because 5G only penetrates the outer layer of skin, and doesn’t “burn” tissue, its effects

are considered non-thermal. But, some scientists say that elements in the skin can act as

“mini antennas,” drawing the frequencies deeper into the body and disrupting biological

systems.

In addition, researchers say that the pulsed EMFs (electromagnetic fields) used in 5G are

much more biologically active than non-pulsed. And research showing harm from 5G is

accumulating.

Many studies show that 5G millimeter wavelengths
can cause tissue destruction
A comprehensive scientific review by Martin L. Pall, PhD, Professor Emeritus of

Biochemistry and Basic Medical Sciences at Washington State University, reveals a litany

of cumulative and irreversible damage from 5G radiation.



Pall cites peer-reviewed research published in well-regarded medical journals in order to
highlight the “extremely well-documented effects” of non-thermal exposures to microwave
frequency EMFs — and notes that these can affect the endocrine, nervous and
reproductive systems.

Adverse effects include the breakage and oxidation of DNA (which can lead to cancer-
causing mutations) along with lowered male fertility and decreased levels of estrogen,
progesterone and testosterone.

Other effects include neurological and neuropsychiatric problems, such as sleep
disturbances, fatigue, headache, depression, cognitive dysfunction and dizziness.
Oxidative stress — which contributes to disease — and the production of excessive
intracellular calcium have also been documented.

Congresswoman: The FCC has “cowered” before the
telecommunications industry
To their credit, some politicians are refusing to “go with the flow” concerning 5G.

At a Senate hearing in February, Senator Richard Blumenthal (D., Conn.) repeatedly
grilled telecommunications officials about the lack of industry-backed safety
studies. When a telecommunications CEO admitted that there were none, the senator’s
frustration was clear to see.

“So, we are flying blind on health and safety,” he fumed.

Congresswomen Anna Eshoo and Jackie Speier have introduced HR 530, a bill intended
to block FCC cell tower preemption (the tactic by which towns are forced to permit small
cells throughout their cities and neighborhoods). In a scathing statement, Eshoo said the
that the FCC has “failed to listen to reasonable input from communities across the nation,
cowered to industry interests, and tailed to put the public interest first.”

And Senator Dianne Feinstein (D., CA.) has introduced a companion bill to HR 530, also
designed to help state and local government regain control over telecom



infrastructure. Scientists have joined the growing international backlash as well, with

many calling for a moratorium on 5G.

In a 2018 report, the European Commission Scientific Committee on Health,

Environmental and Emerging Risks pointed out that 5G electromagnetic radiation could

have unintended biological consequences.

As expected: government agencies insist that 5G is “safe.” However, the list of substances

the federal government once green-lighted as “safe” include such deadly toxins as

nicotine, thalilomide, asbestos, Agent Orange and lead paint.

Can we really trust government health agencies to protect us — especially when they are

clearly “gung-ho” for 5G technology?!

Experts say that 5G will be rolled out worldwide by the end of 2020 — a concept that

horrifies Dr. Pall.

The researcher bluntly calls the concept of a 5G rollout without safety checks “absohttelv

insane,” and labels it “about the stupidest idea anyone has had iii tlze history of the world.”

But is anybody listening?

Source for this article include:

M dsafetec h .0 rg

Einarflydal.files.wordpress.com

NewYorker.com
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From:
Sent: Monday, August 5, 2019 6:59 PM
To: Dan Watson
Cc: MayorandCouncil
Subject: Applicant Hosted Public Information Meeting on Tuesday July 23, 2019 (emailing on

behalf of
Attachments: Scan Aug 5, 2019 at 6.09 PM.pdf

Hello Attached form has been completed by — I am emailing this document and as per
request.

Thank you kindly,

s. 22(1)
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I1552 Esquimalt Avenue

Applicant-Hosted Public Information Meeting
Comment Focm

Thesdey, July 23, 2019

Thank you for attending Wall Financial’s Public Information Meeting for 1552 Esquimalt
Avenue. Ple drop your completed comment form at the sign-in desk before you leave.

Name: . Phone:

Mdress

Email:

Would you like to be contacted with futuru)dates? [IYes

Please tell us about yourself:

LIN0

I rent my home in the area

LI I own my home in the area

LI I don’t live or work in the area

LI I work in the area

LI I own a business in the area

. Wall is proposing a purpose-built rental building that includes studios, 1-, 2- and 3-bedroom
apartments and 70 ground-oriented townhomes. Over 40% of the suites are family-oriented (2- and
3-bedrooms). The existing 1 85-unit rental building on the property will remain. What are your thoughts
on the provision of more rental housing in the Ambleside Apartment Area?

a) Are you in favour of more rental housing in the area?

LIYes LINo

b) What type of rental housing is most needed?

LIYes LINoSenior

Family
(2- & 3-bedroom)

Studio LI Yes LI No
C) Would you consider renting a home in this area?

LIYes LINo
d) Other comments:
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1552 Esquimalt Avenue

___

Applicant-Hosted Public Information Meeting
Comment Form

Tuesday, July 23, 2019

2. The applicant team has made a number of changes to the proposal based on commtinity feedback from
the last public information meeting. This includes additional parking, improvements to site access and
continued refinement of the design and landscape plan. Please share any additional thoughts you
might have about the proposal and the changes that have been made.
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Please submit your comments at the sign-in desk or by email to
Dan Watson at Brook Pooni Associates at dwatson@brookpooni.com before August 6, 2019.

Display material will be available online at www.brookpooni.com/resources.
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, August 7, 2019 11:35 AM
To: MayorandCouncil
Subject: Fw: Park Royal permission to make the tower

Re- send

From:
Sent: Wednesday, August 7, 2019 10:57 PM
To: mayorandcouncil@westvancouver.ca <mayorandcouncil@westvancouver.ca>
Subject: Park Royal permission to make the tower

Dear Sirs,

This is to inform you that I am as , do not agree with
giving any permission to make high raised towers in Park Royal due to traffic and length of construction
I hope West Vancouver Mayor and council understand the problems that might cause disorder and
disturbance for area residents.

With the best Regards

West Vancouver

B.C.
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From:
Sent: Thursday, August 8,2019 11:07 PM
To: Mary-Ann Booth; MayorandCouncil
Subject: Serious objection with the proposal to add 5 stories to each of the two previously

approved towers at 707 &amp; 723 Marine Drive

Dear Mayor Booth and West Vancouver Council members, I am the owner and resident of
in West Vancouver. I strongly object to the proposal to add 5 stories to each of the two

previously approved towers at 707 &amp; 723 Marine Drive.

1. The new proposal is inconsistent with the Marine Drive Local Area
Plan (LAP), approved in July 2017 after extensive consultation and feed
hack from the community.
2. The additional density is significantly outside the density policy
of the LAP. Our residents live with the traffic consequences of density
along the Taylor Way/Marine Drive corridor every day. Adding further density
to an area that is already overburdened is unacceptable.
3. The original proposal, approved in June 2018, was the first
developed under the LAP. If this major change to the original proposal is
approved, Council will face a serious credibility problem on future LAP
projects.
4. Parking is becoming increasingly difficult in areas near the
proposed towers. The proposal to add 95 units without parking further
exasperates the situation.
5. The whole of the Evelyn Development was designed and planned as
low-rise buildings. The construction of these new towers, both in their
current approved form and more importantly in this proposed addition of 5
more floors, will adversely impact the views of not just the Evelyn
residents but some of the lower homes on Sentinel Hill.

Thank you for the opportunity to express my comments.

West Vancouver, BC
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The Ismaili Centre, Vancouver <icb.events@iicanada.net>
Wednesday, August 7, 2019 1:30 PM

A journey through Islamic Gardens
around the world

From Afghanistan, India, Tajikistan, Mali Egypt, and eventually to Canada, Reflections
in Paradise will take you on a journey through eleven Islamic gardents and parks to
show you how the Aga Khan Trust for Culture is designing spaces for communities to
reflect, refresh, and connect.

0

From:
Sent:
To: MayorandCouncil
Subject: You are invited: Reflections in Paradise I Ismaili Centre I Sunday, August 25, 2019

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.

REFLECTIONS IN PARADISE

$unday, August 25, 2019 Registration 11 :-30 AM and 8:30 PM Admission: Free Register here

You are receiving this email from His Highness Prince Aga Khan Shia Imami Ismaili Council for Canada and its affiliated local
councils, because you have previously provided your email, and/or attended an event at the Ismaili Centre, Vancouver To

unsubscnbe, click

(9)



The Ismaili Centre, Vancouver
4010 Canada Way

Bumaby, BC, V5G 1 G8

2



Become a Bike Education Instructor

Join our dynamic team of instructors! leach youth across Metro Vancouver how to ride

safely in HUBs Bike to School program. Applications close Sunday, August 11th.

From: HUB Cycling <web@bikehub.ca>
Sent: Thursday, August 8, 2019 2:00 PM
To: MayorandCouncil
Subject: August Bike Bulletin

View this email in your browser

Your Cycling Connection

GET INVOLVED

Aly today!

(10)



A Fair Investment in Cycling
We want a fair investment in cycling in the next BC

Budget: $100 Million per year over 10 years. Pitch in to

help launch our budget campaign!

Help Launch Our Campaign

FJ1
f. z

? [

I

Bike To Transit
Get places faster - and enjoy yourself on the way. Park

your bike near your closest bus stop or station, at a bike
parkade or bring it with you. Share your favourite

#BikeToTransit snapshots to win a $500 prize-pack!

Get On board

Volunteer at Bike the Night
Help make this years Bike the Night the best yet! We’re
looking for volunteers in all areas of the event. Those

interested in leadership roles are eligible for a $100
honorarium.

Sign up today



HUB Members also get great benefits. HUB Cyclings very own Executive Director used

her membership to to get a sweet discount on her new ride from Denman Bikes!

To celebrate their 20 year anniversary, Denman Bikes is giving away a high security ABUS

Bordo Granit X-Plus Folding lock (Value $269). Join or Renew your HUB membership

before August 31St to enter to win!

JOIN Hi±t “S A MEMBER

HUB members create a strong, unified voice and get great benefits!
By becoming a card-carrying member of HUB Cycling, youre making Metro Vancouver a

safer and more connected community for people on bikes.

EVENTS

Bike The Night
Price Increases August 10th!

On September 7th were owning the streets and

celebrating the bike. You wont want to miss this unique

and euphoric experience. Score 25% off our regular rate



until August 10th.

Register Now

HUB AGM and Call for Directors
Attend HUB Cycling’s Annual General Meeting on

Saturday, September 14th at our office building, 312

Main Street in Vancouver. Action progress,

programming updates, and board of director elections

will all be discussed at the AGM.

Learn More

Advance Your Ride - August 24 & 25
Our most in-depth cycling course is back! Spend 2 days

learning about all things urban cycling with like-minded

cycling enthusiasts. This two-day course includes a

combination of classroom and on-bike instruction with a

15km bike ride each day to take your learning to the

road. Only TWO SEATS left!

Register Now!

UPCOMING COURSES

Advance Your Ride - Auilust 24 & 25 in Vancouver

Ride the Road - Septernber 15 in Vancouver

Basic Bike Maintenance - September 21 in Richmond

OUR SUPPORTERS



RaikVolution
RaiI-Volution is coming to Vancouver, September 8-1 1

Learn, network, and take in mobile workshops. Register

for North America’s leading transit and multimodal

transportation conference.

Register Today

Mobi
A bike when you need one and when you don’t. Mobi by

Shaw Go is perfect for one-way trips and getting

around town quickly and efficiently.

Sign Up to Ride Today

Modo
Why own a car and spend thousands of dollars on car

insurance when there’s Modo? Modo offers affordable

car-sharing for as little as $4/hr or $52/day.

Join Modo
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HUB Cycling
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From: MayorandCouncil
To: Info
Subject: RE: Is it time for North Shore municipalities to pull out of the TransLink maw

From:
Sent: Thursday, August 8, 2019 6:25 PM
To: Mayor Mike Little and Council <mayor@dnv.org>; Mayor and Council <council@cnv.org>; Info
<info@westvancouver.ca>
Subject: Is it time for North Shore municipalities to pull out of the TransLink maw

8 August, 2019

Greetings to all:

Born and raised in , I was raised on an effective public transit system and
endorse the concept. But...

About an hour ago, I heard on Global TV the news that TransLink CEO Kevin Desmond will
shortly be receiving “over $500,000 a year” for his efforts.

Although it seems the powers-that-be have yet to settle on the exact amount, since Desmond
was at the top of the previous salary scale, it’s likely he will soon be pulling in the better part
of the $517,000 that will soon be on offer courtesy of the TransLink Board and Mayors’
Council. This is nothing personal about Mr. Desmond. Rather, it is my belief that the CEO’s
salary should not be set to match the salaries/benefits offered elsewhere in the world. It
should be established according to residents’ ability to pay.

The news comes less than two weeks after my receipt of the attached July 29 material from
long-time transit aficionado . As you likely know from ,
the material consists own concerns about TransLink’s apparently unconditional support
for the Broadway extension and for Surrey Mayor McCallum’s sudden switch from the well-
studied LRT plan to yet more expensive Skytrain. Although worded in terms that reveal
long personal frustration with our Metro Vancouver transportation bureaucracies, material
is supported by national and international data and expert opinion.

My own concerns about the July information mirrors my reaction to today’s news viz, it is long
past time for North Shore municipalities to pull out of TransLink and use the inequitable
transportation dollars levied directly and indirectly against North Shore tax- and ratepayers to
provide our own transportation/transit solutions.

As an example, anyone who might doubt the wisdom of even considering such a move, need
only look at the 12-year-plus history of TransLink’s annual promises that harried passengers
would “soon” enjoy the benefits of a third SeaBus. In 2019, despite recent promises that
SeaBus frequency would be improved to a ten-minute headway, we still cannot rely on the
continued existence of a fully supported fleet of vessels.
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Don’t believe me? Do the math: We began with Burrard Otter (1976), Burrard Beaver(1976),
Burrard Pacific Breeze (2009). Then came Burrard Otter 11(2014), at which point the first Otter
was retired and the Beaver was “retained as a spare vessel.” So guess what will happen when
the new $32 million Chinook hits the water? What’s the betting TransLink will soon decide the
Beaver really isn’t worth the refit and we’ll be back to the 2014 base fleet? 3+1 = 4-1 = 3.

I get that vessels age-out and need to be replaced but let’s be up front and honest about the
numbers and shelf life of the vessels shelf - especially when the SeaBus is acknowledged as
being the single most successful item in the entire TransLink operation.

And then we have former Vancouver mayor Gregor Robertson’s “non-negotiable”
determination to have an expensive proprietary subway along Broadway instead of embracing
the, business-friendly and internationally popular hop-on/hop-off surface light-rail - plus
Surrey’s McCallum-switch to a more expensive proprietary SkyTrain lookalike.

It is a well-known fact in the industry that the cost of the Millennium SkyTrain Line alone could
have paid for a region-wide LRT system. So if those two councils want to waste scarce
transportation dollars in that fashion, then taxpayers in those two communities should be
made to pay the extra freight!

Furthermore, if CEO Kevin Desmond were doing a top-notch job for his current $406,000 and
benefits, he would be investigating why Surrey Mayor McCallum and his council decided to
write off the considerable dollars spent on the study that, previously, was happy to
recommend a less expensive light-rail system. Where is the pressure coming from, what is it
and why?

In closing, from the outset - i.e. in the 1998 days of Vancouver Mayor Gordon Campbell and
George Pull - North Shore taxpayers have been around to foot a lion’s share of GVRD
transportation bills and it’s past time for us to quit being the fall guys. If all North Shore
councils were to take a serious look at pulling out of TransLink, my guess is they would soon
find themselves in the company of councils south of the Fraser and maybe others.

I wish you well in your endeavours but remember, the Local Government Act legally requires
you to “provide stewardship of public assets” and to “foster the social, economic and
environmental well-being” of your communities - and, right now, those communities and
residents are being bled dry of their transportation dollar assets.

North Vancouver, BC
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The combined naiveté of regional mayors about regional transportation and the abandonment
of their fiduciary duty to protect the taxpayer from ill-advised “prestige projects” such as the
Broadway subway and the Expo Line extension in Surrey, is just simply breathtaking!

As currently proposed, the Broadway subway and the now equally perverse decision to proceed
with extending the Expo Line, will suck precious transit monies into two hugely expensive and
politically prestigious transit projects, yet not improve regional transit at all. Neither project will
take cars off the road.

It is simply unbelievable that regional mayors could be so collectively ill-informed.

Let us not forget the 2015 TransLink plebiscite, which saw 62% of voters reject more funding to
TransLink and now in 2019, after large tax increases in many areas in the region, I would think it
foolhardy that politicians would come cap in hand for more taxes to pay for their favourite
gadgets and gizmos.

Metro mayors have learned nothing.

Why is Vancouver continuing to build with light-metro and especially with a proprietary light
metro, as used on the Expo and Millennium Lines?

Why is TransLink deliberately misinforming the public about light rail, even though it is the most
popular rail mode for public transport around the world and, in one form or another, is used in
almost 600 cities?

What is SkyTrain and why has it created such a fascination with local politicians?

The following may prove enlightening:

SkyTrain is the name of our regional light-metro system which consists of two very different
railways - the Canada Line which is a conventional railway and the proprietary and now called
Movia Automatic Light Metro system used on the the Expo and Millennium lines.

The MALM system uses Linear Induction Motors (LIMs) which makes it a proprietary transit
system as it is not compatible in operation with any other transit system save its own family of
seven systems.

Automatic train control is not proprietary but is a signalling issue. Driverless trains have been
around since 1927 (London’s Post Office Railway). What is now called MALM is not even the
first automatic metro as London’s Victoria Line is considered the first automatic metro in the
world, opening in the late 1960’s.

Chronology of the Movia Automatic Light Metro:



1. First called Intermediate Capacity Transit System (ICTS), the automatic proprietary light
metro was developed by the Ontario Crown Corporation, the Urban Transportation
Development Corporation (UTDC) in the late 1970’s, using cast off technology from
previously failed proprietary transit systems. The LIMs came from the Krauss Maffei
Transurban MAGLEV. Two systems were built; Detroit as a single track demonstration
line and Toronto system, forced upon the TIC by the provincial government. The 1983
IBI and ART Studies commissioned by the Toronto Transit Commission found that ICTS
could cost anywhere up to ten (10) times more to build than light rail for about the
same capacity. The market for ICTS collapsed overnight!

2. The UTDC promptly changed the name from ICTS to Advanced Light Rail Transit (ALRT)
and sold one system to Vancouver. The name change did not fool anyone, except for the
then Social Credit Party and later the NDP. The name was altered slightly to Advanced
Light Rapid Transit, which again fooled no one, except in Metro Vancouver an it still
seems to fool present politicians.

3. Lack of sales forced the province of Ontario to sell the UTDC to Lavalin, which promptly
changed the name to Advanced Light Metro (ALM) and just as promptly went bankrupt
trying to sell ALM to Bangkok, Thailand. As per the agreement, the patents and
assembly plants were returned to the Ontario government (except for the patents filed
by Lavalin which were then absorbed by SNC when it became SNC Lavalin), which then
sold everything to Bombardier Inc. at a fire sale price.

4. Bombardier completely rebuilt ALM, using one of their universal Innovia body-shells and
renamed the proprietary light metro Advanced Rapid Transit (ART) and sold only four
systems. The four, Kuala Lumpur (which has embroiled Bombardier and SNC Lavalin in a
massive corruption scandal); the New York Port Authority, financed by the Canadian
(Liberal) government; Young in Korea (which is suing Bombardier Inc. because it can
only operate one-car trains) and Beijing (where the Chinese built one to steal technical
patents).

5. Lack of sales caused Bombardier to fold ART into their line of Innovia proprietary transit
systems.



6. After a decade of no sales, the ART Innovia light metro was folded into the Movia metro
range of product in 2018 and was renamed Movia Automatic Light Metro (MALM) with
LIMs a customer-added option.

About six years ago, the city of Ottawa sent a delegation to Vancouver to study the SkyTrain
light metro system - especially the then-called Innovia metro - because the federal government
wanted to build with the Innovia light metro in Ottawa. What the delegation found was that the
Innovia light metro not only cost more to build than LRT, it cost more to operate and maintain;
lacked capacity and lacked flexibility in operation.

Ottawa is now soon to open its $2.lBillion, 12.5 Km new light rail line, the Confederation Line.

Please note: One modern LRT vehicle has the capacity of at least 3 MK. MALM cars.

The Expo line desperately needs a $2 billion to $3 billion rehab before it can increase capacity
beyond its Transport Canada Operating Certificate of 15,000 pphpd. There is no funding for this
and stations are being renewed and enlarged piecemeal as funding is sourced in bits and
pieces. A lot of track work (including all switches) must be replaced: and power distribution and

s.22(1)



signalling must be renewed before any capacity increase can take place.

With LRT in Surrey, this rehab could have been delayed but if the Expo Line is extended into
Fleetwood, it is needed but not funded. This funding must take precedence over extending the
Line to Langley, no matter what the Mayor’s Council on Transit or the Surrey and Langley
mayors dictate!

Unless onerous new taxes are forced upon regional taxpayers, the Broadway subway and the
Expo line MALM extension will probably bankrupt TransLink. There will be no extra federal
funding as other, more worthy transit projects in the country desperately need funding,
including VIA’s high speed tail link connecting Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal.

We are travelling down a path that has been travelled before in Belgium with the Charleroi light
metro, where extensions were built to the existing pre-metro system (LRT in Belgium) but the
operating authority lacked the funding to operate the extensions and the lines remain derelict
to this day. This could happen today as TransLink is relying on nonexistent funding from senior
governments to complete and operate the two dubious, yet “political show-case” rail projects.

The Mayor’s Council on Transit has now opened a $5-billion financial Pandora’s Box by



continuing to plan and build build about 15 kilometres of dated and poorly designed transit,
using a proprietary light-metro system that no-one else wants; with non existent funding for
future extensions, all to operate a train that soon may no longer be produced.

Well done!

Rail for the Valley

Addendum:

In 200$, noted American transportation expert, Gerald Fox, easily shredded the Evergreen Lines
business case in a simple letter.

I have been told by real transportation experts that no honest business case can be made for
extending the Expo Line and or the Broadway subway. If TransLink produces one, it will be
fraught with inaccurate and manipulated assumptions” to make the case for extending the light-
metro network.

In the real world, Vancouver’s two system light metro network, known as SkyTrain is seen as an
aberration; in the past forty years no one has copied Vancouver’s transit planning and no one has
copied Vancouver’s exclusive use of light-metro.

From Gerald Fox...

February 6, 2008

Greetings:

The Evergreen Line Report made me curious as to how TransLink could justify continuing to
expand SkyTrain, when the rest of the world is building LRT. So I went back and read the
alleged Business Case (BC) report in a little more detail. I found several instances where the
analysis had made assumptions that were inaccurate, or had been manipulated to make the case
for SkyTrain. If the underlying assumptions are inaccurate, the conclusions may he so too.
Specifically:

Capacity. A combination of train size and headway. For instance, TriMets
(https://trimet.org/rnax/index.htrn) new Type 4 Low floor LRVs, arriving later this year, have a
rated capacity of 232 per car, or 464 for a 2- car train. (Of course one must also be sure to use the
same standee density when comparing car capacity. I don’t know if that was done here). In
Portland we operate a frequency of 3 minutes downtown in the peak hour, giving a one way peak
hour capacity of 9,280. By next year we will have two routes through downtown, which will
eventually load both ways, giving a theoretical peak hour rail capacity of 37,000 into or out of
downtown. Of course we also run a lot of buses.
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The new Seattle LRT system which opens next year, is designed for 4-car trains, and thus have a
peak hour capacity of 18,560. (hut doesn’t need this yet, and so shares the tunnel with buses).
The Business Case analysis assumes a capacity of 4,080 for LRT, on the Evergreen Line which it
states is not enough, and compares it to Skylrain capacity of 10400.!

Speed. The analysis states the maximum LRT speed is 60 kph. (which would be correct for the
street sections) But most LRVs are actually designed for 90 kph. On the Evergreen Line, LRT
could operate at up to 90 where conditions permit, such as in the tunnels, and on protected ROW.
Most LRT systems pre-empt most intersections, and so experience little delay at grade crossings.
(Our policy is that the trains stop only at stations, and seldom experience traffic delays. It seems
to work fine, and has little effect on traffic.) There is another element of speed, which is station
access time. At-grade stations have less access time. This was overlooked in the analysis.

Also, on

states!

Cost. Here again, there seems to be some hidden biases. As mentioned above, on the NW
Corridor. LRT is costed on a different alignment, with more stations. The cost difference
between LRT and Skylrain presented in the Business Case report is therefore misleading. If they
were compared on identical alignments, with the same number of stations, and designed to
optimize each mode, the cost advantage of LRT would be far greater. I also suspect that the basic
LRT design has been rendered more costly by requirements for tunnels and general design that
would not be found on more cost-sensitive LRT projects.

Then there are the car costs. Last time I looked, the cost per unit of capacity was far higher for
SkyTrain. Also,it takes about 2 SkyTrain cars to match the capacity of one LRV. And the grade-
separated SkyTrain stations are far most costly and complex than LRT stations. Comparing 8
SkyTrain stations with 12 LRT stations also helps blur the distinction.

Ridership. Is a function of many factors. The Business Case report would have you believe that
type of rail mode alone, makes a difference (It does in the bus vs rail comparison, according to
the latest US federal guidelines). But, on the Evergreen Line, I doubt it. What makes a difference
is speed, frequency (but not so much when headways get to 5 minutes), station spacing and
amenity etc. Since the speed, frequency and capacity assumptions used in the Business Case are
clearly inaccurate, the ridership estimates cannot be correct either. There would be some
advantage if SkyTrain could avoid a transfer. If the connecting system has capacity for the extra
trains. But the case is way overstated.

And nowhere is it addressed whether the Evergreen Line, at the extremity of the system, has the
demand for so much capacity and, if it does, what that would mean on the rest of the system if
feeds into?

Innuendos about safety, and traffic impacts, seem to be a big issue for SkyTrain proponents, but
are solved by the numerous systems that operate new LRT systems (i.e., they can’t be as bad as
the SkyTrain folk would like you to believe).
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lye no desire to get drawn into the Vancouver transit wars, and, anyway, most of the rest of the
world has moved on. To be fair, there are clear advantages in keeping with one kind of rail
technology, and in through-routing service at Lougheed. But, evenaally, Vancouver will need to
adopt lower-cost LRT in its lesser corridors, or else limit the extent of its rail system. And that
seems to make some TransLink people very nervous.

it is interesting how TransLink has used this cunning method of manipulating analysis to
justify SkyTrain in corridor after corridor, and has thus succeeded in keeping its
proprietary rail system expanding. In the US, all new transit projects that seek federal
support are now subjected to scrutiny by a panel of transit peers, selected and monitored
by the federal government, to ensure that projects are analyzed honestly, and the taxpayer
interests are protected. No SkyTrain project has ever passed this scrutiny in the US.




